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AN EXTREMAL PROBLEM OF HOLOMORPHIC

FUNCTIONS IN THE COMPLEX PLANE

Young-Bok Chung∗ and Byoung-Il Park

Abstract. In this paper, we study on a higher order extremal prob-
lem relating the Ahlfors map associated to the pair of a finitely
connected domain in the complex plane and a point there. We
show the power of the Ahlfors map with some error term which
is conformally equivalent maximizes any higher order derivative of
holomorphic functions at the given point in the domain.

1. Introduction

It is well known (see [6]) that the power of the Riemann mapping
function of a simply connected domain solves a higher order extremal
problem as follows: if Ω is a simply connected domain in the plane
such that each of the boundary components consists of more than one
boundary point and a ∈ Ω is given, then for a fixed positive integer m,
the power g = (fa)

m of the Riemann mapping function fa associated to
the pair (Ω, a) solves uniquely the extremal problem

(1.1) Re g(m)(a) = max Reh(m)(a)

among holomorphic functions h mapping Ω into the unit disc with a
zero of order m at a. On the other hand, Chung showed that there is no
direct generalization of the above extremal problem for the Ahlfors map
associated to the pair (Ω, a) in the case of finitely connected domain
Ω (see [7]). However we can pose the same sort of question as finding
such a solution and Chung also showed in [7] that a solution exists and
is a proper holomorphic mapping of Ω onto the unit disc. Since any
proper holomorphic mapping of finitely connected domain onto the unit
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disc can be written in terms of the classical kernel functions such as the
Szegő kernel (see [5]), it is very important to solve the extremal problem
in more general setting.

In this paper, we prove a theorem as a partial result with additional
conditions for zeroes of the Ahlfors map which can arise in a natural
way, and obtain another result on conformal invariance of the induced
constants associated to the domain which seems to be very important
in that we can change given domain into some easy domain so that we
can find an extremal solution as desired.

Finally, we would like to thank the referees for proofreading this
article and for making many corrections.

2. Preliminaries and Some Notations

Suppose that Ω is a finitely n-connected domain in the plane with
C∞ smooth boundary. Let T be denoted by the unit tangent vector
function defined on the boundary bΩ with the standard orientation of
positive direction. The space C∞(bΩ) of C∞ smooth functions on bΩ is
equipped with the L2 inner product

< u, v >=

∫
bΩ
uvds, (u, v ∈ C∞(bΩ)),

where ds denotes the differential element of arc length. Let L2(bΩ) be the
Hilbert space completion of C∞(bΩ) with respect to the inner product
< u, v > and let H2(bΩ) denote the classical Hardy space on associated
to Ω which is the space of holomorphic functions on Ω with L2-boundary
values in bΩ. Then there exists the orthogonal projection of L2(bΩ) onto
H2(bΩ) called the Szegő projection denoted by P :  L2(bΩ)→ H2(bΩ).

The reproducing kernel S(z, ζ) for the Szegő projection P is called
the Szegő kernel and S(z, ζ) is defined and C∞ smooth on (Ω × Ω) −
{(z, z) | z ∈ bΩ}, it is holomorphic in z ∈ Ω for fixed ζ ∈ Ω, and it is
antiholomorphic in ζ ∈ Ω for fixed z ∈ Ω.

The Garabedian kernel L(z, ζ) is defined as follows. Let Cζ(z) de-
note the Cauchy kernel which is defined by the complex conjugate of

T (z)

2πi(z − ζ)
for z ∈ bΩ, ζ ∈ Ω. Note that if f is a function in H2(bΩ),

then

h(ζ) =< h,Cζ > .
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It is known (see [2], [4]) that the orthogonal decomposition of the kernel
Cζ has the form

Cζ = P (Cζ) + P (CζT )T .

Observing S(z, ζ) = P (Cζ)(z), it follows that

(2.1) S(z, ζ) = i L(z, ζ) T (z), ζ ∈ Ω, z ∈ bΩ,
where

(2.2) L(z, ζ) =
1

2π(z − ζ)
− i P (CζT )(z).

It is easy to see from (2.2) that for fixed ζ ∈ Ω, L(z, ζ) is a meromorphic

function on Ω with a single simple pole at z = ζ having residue
1

2π
extending C∞ smoothly up to the boundary of Ω. Notice that L(z, ζ)
never vanishes for all (z, ζ) ∈ Ω× Ω with z 6= ζ.

These two kernel functions above are closely related to the Ahlfors
map in a multiply connected domain which is a generalization of the
Riemann mapping function in a simply connected domain. Given a
finitely connected n-connected domain Ω in the plane with C∞ smooth
boundary and a ∈ Ω, the Ahlfors map fa associated to the pair (Ω, a)
is the unique solution to the extremal problem: among all holomorphic
functions h mapping Ω into the unit disc, find the one making h′(a)
real-valued and as large as possible. It is well known that the function
fa is an n-to one proper holomorphic covering map of Ω onto the unit
disc and is related to the Szegő kernel and Garabedian kernel functions
via the identity

(2.3) fa(z) =
S(z, a)

L(z, a)
.

See [4].
Bell showed (see [4], [3]) that there exists a finite subset A of Ω so that

S(z, a) has n − 1 distinct simple zeroes in Ω for every point a ∈ Ω \ A.
n− 1 zeroes in Ω of S(z, a) are taken account into those of the Ahlfors
map fa except at z = a. Note also that S(z, a) 6= 0 for z ∈ bΩ and
a ∈ Ω.

3. Main results

Now we can show that higher order derivatives of a holomorphic
function of a given domain into the unit disc can be represented in
terms of the Ahlfors map and the Garabedian kernel.
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Theorem 3.1. Let n be a positive integer. Suppose that Ω is a
finitely n-connected domain in the plane with C∞ smooth boundary.
Let a ∈ Ω be fixed. Let m ≥ 2 be a postive integer. Suppose that the
Ahlfors map fa associated to the pair (Ω, a) has n all distinct zeroes at
a, a1, a2, · · · , an−1 in Ω.

If h is a holomorphic function mapping Ω into the unit disc in the
plane which extends C∞ smoothly to the boundary of Ω, having a as a
zero of order m, then

h(m)(a) = −2πim!f ′a(a)m−1

∫
bΩ

L(z, a)2

fm−1
a (z)

h(z)dz +

4π2m(m− 1)f ′a(a)m−1
n−1∑
j=1

m−2∑
l=0

(
m− 2

l

)[
fj(z)

1−mL(z, a)2
](l)

(aj)h
(m−2−l)(aj)

(3.1)

where fa(z) = (z − aj)fj(z) near z = aj .

Proof. For a fixed a ∈ Ω, let h be a holomorphic function mapping
Ω into the unit disc which extends C∞ smoothly to the boundary of Ω,
having a as a zero of order m. We define the function Φ by

Φ(z) =
L(z, a)2

fm−1
a (z)

h(z).

Then Φ is a meromorphic function in Ω with poles(possibly) at a, a1, a2,
· · · , an−1.

Note that the Ahlfors map fa has a simple zero at z = a and the
Garabedian kernel L(z, a) has a simple single pole at z = a with residue
1

2π
. It follows that the function Φ has a simple pole at z = a with

residue

Res(Φ; a) = lim
z→a

(z − a)
L(z, a)2

fm−1
a (z)

h(z) =
1

4π2m!f ′a(a)m−1
h(m)(a).

On the other hand, for fixed a ∈ Ω, since L(z, a) never vanishes in Ω
and fa has a simple zero at each z = aj , the function Φ has a pole of
order at most m− 1 at z = aj with residue

Res(Φ; aj) =
1

(m− 2)!
lim
z→aj

dm−2

dzm−2

[
(z − aj)m−1L(z, a)2

fm−1
a (z)

h(z)

]
.

Letting fa(z) = (z − aj)fj(z) near z = aj , we obtain the identity
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Res(Φ; aj) =
1

(m− 2)!
lim
z→aj

dm−2

dzm−2

[
fj(z)

1−mL(z, a)2h(z)
]

=
1

(m− 2)!

m−2∑
l=0

(
m− 2

l

)[
fj(z)

1−mL(z, a)2
](l)

(aj)h
(m−2−l)(aj).

(3.2)

We now apply the residue theorem for the function Φ in Ω to get

1

4π2m!f ′a(a)m−1
h(m)(a) =

1

2πi

∫
bΩ

Φ(z)dz

− 1

(m− 2)!

n−1∑
j=1

m−2∑
l=0

(
m− 2

l

)[
fj(z)

1−mL(z, a)2
](l)

(aj)h
(m−2−l)(aj),

(3.3)

which proves the conclusion.

We can from Theorem 3.1 solve the higher order extremal problem
when the class of holomorphic functions h is restricted to the subclass
with having aj as a zero.

Theorem 3.2. Let n be a positive integer. Suppose that Ω is a
finitely n-connected domain in the plane with C∞ smooth boundary.
Let a ∈ Ω be fixed. Let m ≥ 2 be a postive integer. Suppose that the
Ahlfors map fa associated to the pair (Ω, a) has n all distinct zeroes at
a, a1, a2, · · · , an−1 in Ω.

Then the power fma of the Ahlfors map is the unique extremal function
maximizing the quantity

(3.4) Re h(m)(a)

among holomorphic functions h mapping Ω into the unit disc which
extends C∞ smoothly to the boundary of Ω, having a as a zero of orderm
and having aj as a zero of order at least m−1 for each j = 1, 2, · · · , n−1.

Proof. Let h be a holomorphic function of Ω into the unit disc having
the property in the statement as above. The second term of the identity
in (3.1) vanishes and hence it follows from the property |f(z)| = 1 on
bΩ that

(3.5) |h(m)(a)| ≤ 2πm!f ′a(a)m−1

∫
bΩ
|L(z, a)2|ds.
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Note that |L(z, a)| = |S(z, a)| on bΩ from the identity (2.1). It also
follows from the reproducing property of the Szegő kernel that

S(a, a) =

∫
bΩ
|S(z, a)2|ds.

On the other hand, it is easy to see from (2.3) that

f ′a(a) = 2πS(a, a).

Finally we obtain from (3.5) that

(3.6) |h(m)(a)| ≤ m!f ′a(a)m =
dm

dzm
fma

∣∣∣∣
z=a

which shows that the power fma of the Ahlfors map is a solution of the
extremal problem.

For the uniqueness of the solution, we prove by induction on the
number m. The case of m = 2 was proved in [6]. We assume that m > 2
and suppose that the uniqueness has been proved for the case of m− 1.
Let G be an extremal solution of (3.4) which is a holomorphic function
mapping Ω into the unit disc which extends C∞ smoothly to bΩ. Since
G has the point a as a zero of order m and the point aj as a zero of
order at least m − 1, the function G/fa has a as a zero of order m − 1
and aj as a zero of order at least m− 2. Hence it follows that(

G

fa

)(m−1)

(a) = (m− 1)!
G(m)(a)

m!

/
f ′a(a) =

G(m)(a)

mf ′a(a)
,

which is, from the extremal property of G, greater than or equal to

(fma )(m) (a)

mf ′a(a)
=
(
fm−1
a

)(m−1)
(a).

By the assumption of induction, it implies that

G

fa
= fm−1

a ,

which proves the uniqueness of the extremal solution for the case of m
and hence we prove the theorem.

Now we show in fact that smoothness of the boundary of the given
domain in Theorem 3.2 is unnecessary.

Theorem 3.3. Let n be a natural number. Suppose that Ω is a
finitely n-connected domain in the plane. Let a ∈ Ω be fixed. Let
m ≥ 2 be a postive integer. Suppose that the Ahlfors map fa associated
to the pair (Ω, a) has n all distinct zeroes at a, a1, a2, · · · , an−1 in Ω.
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Then the power fma of the Ahlfors map is the unique extremal function
maximizing the quantity

(3.7) Re h(m)(a)

among holomorphic functions h mapping Ω into the unit disc having a
as a zero of order m and having aj as a zero of order at least m− 1 for
each j = 1, 2, · · · , n− 1.

Proof. It follows from the Riemann Mapping Therorem that there is

a biholomorphic map ϕ of Ω onto a bounded domain Ω̃ with C∞ smooth
boundary(see [1], [8]). Since the collection of such functions h is a normal
family, an extremal function of the problem exists. Let g be an extremal
solution of (3.7). Note from the transformation formula of the Ahlfors

map (3.13) that the Ahlfors map f̃ϕ(a) associated to the pair (Ω̃, ϕ(a))

has n all distinct zeroes at ϕ(a), ϕ(a1), · · · , ϕ(an−1) in Ω̃. Suppose that

h̃ is a holomorphic function of Ω̃ into the unit disc which extends C∞

smoothly to the boundary of Ω̃, having ϕ(a) as a zero of order m and
having ϕ(aj) as a zero of order at least m− 1, j = 1, 2, · · · , n− 1. Since

the function h = h̃ ◦ ϕ is a holomorphic function of Ω into the unit disc
belonging to the family of (3.7), it follows from the extremal property
of g that

|h(m)(a)| ≤ |g(m)(a)|.
It is thus easy to see from h(m)(a) = h̃(m)(ϕ(a))ϕ′(a)m that the compo-
sition g̃ = g ◦ ϕ−1 solves the extremal problem

|g̃(m)(ϕ(a))| = max |h̃(m)(ϕ(a))|,
which from the uniqueness of the solution of the smooth case(Theorem 3.2)
implies that there is a constant λ with |λ| = 1 such that

(3.8) g̃ = λ
(
f̃ϕ(a)

)m
on Ω̃

and thus

g = λ
(
f̃ϕ(a)

)m
◦ ϕ on Ω.

It follows from the transformation formula of the Ahlfors map (3.13)
that the extremal function g is a rotation of the power fma of the Ahlfors
map and hence the positivity of f ′a(a) implies the identity g = fma .

The following theorem generalizes Theorem 4.1 in [6] to any higher
order extremal problem. In fact, we show the power of the Ahlfors map
with some error term which is conformally equivalent maximizes any
higher order derivative of holomorphic functions.
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Theorem 3.4. Let n be a natural number. Suppose that Ω is a
finitely n-connected domain in the plane with C∞ smooth boundary.
Let a ∈ Ω be fixed. Let m ≥ 2 be a postive integer. Suppose that the
Ahlfors map fa associated to the pair (Ω, a) has n all distinct zeroes at
a, a1, a2, · · · , an−1 in Ω.

Then there exist non-negative real constants cjl, j = 1, 2, · · · , n −
1, l = 0, 1, · · · ,m − 2 depending on a, which are conformally invariant
under certain normalized conformal maps, such that if h is a holomorphic
function mapping Ω into the unit disc in the plane which extends C∞

smoothly to the boundary of Ω, having a as a zero of order m, then

(3.9) |h(m)(a)| ≤ (fma )(m)(a)

1 +
n−1∑
j=1

m−2∑
l=0

cjl|h(m−2−l)(aj)|

 .

Proof. The key point of the proof is based on the identity (3.1) and
the proof of Theorem 3.2. It follows from the proof of Theorem 3.2 that
the absolute value of the first term of the right hand side in (3.1) is less
than equal to

(fma )(m)(a).

For j = 1, 2, · · · , n− 1, l = 0, 1, · · · ,m− 2, we define

(3.10) cjl =
4π2

f ′a(a)

1

(m− l − 2)! l!

dl

dzl

[(
z − aj
fa(z)

)m−1

L(z, a)2

]∣∣∣∣∣
z=aj

.

Then from (3.1), we obtain the identity (3.9) immediately.

We now prove the conformal invariance of the constants cjl. Suppose

that Ω̃ is a bounded domains with C∞ smooth boundary and ϕ : Ω→ Ω̃

is a biholomorphic mapping between Ω and Ω̃. We denote f̃ by the

Ahlfors map associated to the pair (Ω̃, ϕ(a)). We also denote S̃(w, b)

and L̃(w, b) by the Szegő kernel and the Garabedian kernel associated

to the domain Ω̃, respectively. It is well known that the Szegő kernel
and the Garabedian kernel functions transform under a biholomorphic
map via the following formulas:

(3.11) S(z, a) =
√
ϕ′(z)

√
ϕ′(a) S̃(ϕ(z), ϕ(a)),

(3.12) L(z, a) =
√
ϕ′(z)

√
ϕ′(a) L̃(ϕ(z), ϕ(a)),

where
√
ϕ′ is one of the square roots of ϕ′.
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In virtue of the identity

fa(z) =
S(z, a)

L(z, a)
,

it is easy to get the transformation formula for the Ahlfors map via

(3.13) fa(z) =

√
ϕ′(a)√
ϕ′(a)

f̃(ϕ(z), ϕ(a)).

It follows from (3.13) that if the Ahlfors map fa has n all distinct zeroes

at a, a1, a2, · · · , an−1 in Ω, then the corresponding Ahlfors map f̃ associ-

ated to (Ω̃, ϕ(a)) must also have n all distinct zeroes at ϕ(a), ϕ(a1), ϕ(a2),
· · · , ϕ(an−1).

Now the constant associated to (Ω̃, ϕ(a)) corresponding to cjl is equal
to

(3.14) c̃jl =
4π2

f̃ ′(ϕ(a))

1

(m− l − 2)! l!

dl

dwl

[(
f̃j(w)

)1−m
L̃(w,ϕ(a))2

]∣∣∣∣
w=ϕ(aj)

,

where f̃(w) = (w − ϕ(aj))f̃j(w) near w = ϕ(aj). Thus, in order to
compare the constant cjl with c̃jl, we need to compute derivatives of

fa(z), f̃(w), L(z, a), L̃(w,ϕ(a)). Differentiating both sides of (3.12) and

inserting
L(z, a)√

ϕ′(z)
√
ϕ′(a)

into L̃(ϕ(z), ϕ(a)), we obtain

d

dw
L̃(w,ϕ(a))

∣∣∣∣
w=ϕ(z)

=
1√
ϕ′(a)

(
−1

2

ϕ′′(z)√
ϕ′(z)5

L(z, a) +
1√
ϕ′(z)3

d

dz
L(z, a)

)
.

More generally, for l = 0, 1, · · · ,m − 2, there exist constants dlj , j =
0, 1, · · · , l, positive integers αljn and constants mljn with

1 ≤ αljn ≤ l + 1, j = 0, 1, · · · , l, n = 1, 2, · · · , l + 1

such that

dl

dwl
L̃(w,ϕ(a))

∣∣∣∣
w=ϕ(z)

=
1√
ϕ′(a)

l∑
j=0

dlj

(
dαlj1

dzαlj1
ϕ(z)

)mlj1

· · ·
(
dαlj(l+1)

dzαlj(l+1)
ϕ(z)

)mlj(l+1) dj

dzj
L(z, a).

(3.15)
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In particular, notice that dll = 1 and(
dαll1

dzαll1
ϕ(z)

)mll1

· · ·
(
dαll(1+1)

dzαll(1+1)
ϕ(z)

)mll(l+1)

= ϕ′(z)−
2l+1
2 .

It also follows from (3.13) that there exist constants elj , j = 0, 1, · · · , l,
positive integers βljn and constants nljp with

1 ≤ βljp ≤ l, j = 1, · · · , l, p = 1, 2, · · · , l

satisfying

ell = 1,

(
dβll1

dzβll1
ϕ(z)

)nll1

· · ·
(
dαll1

dzαll1
ϕ(z)

)nlll

= ϕ′(z)−l

and for fixed j, at least one of βlj1, · · · , βlj(l−1) is greater than or equal
to 2, such that

dl

dwl
f̃(w)

∣∣∣∣
w=ϕ(z)

=

√
ϕ′(a)√
ϕ′(a)

l∑
j=1

elj

(
dβlj1

dzβlj1
ϕ(z)

)nlj1

· · ·
(
dβljl

dzβljl
ϕ(z)

)nljl dj

dzj
fa(z).

(3.16)

For j = 1, 2, · · · , n− 1, we define the function fj and f̃j defined in a

neighborhood of aj in Ω and ϕ(aj) in Ω̃, respectively so that

fa(z) = (z − aj)fj(z) near z = aj

f̃(w) = (w − ϕ(aj))f̃j(w) near w = ϕ(aj).
(3.17)

Hence, for a fixed l = 0, 1, · · · ,m− 2, from (3.16) we have the identity

(3.18)

∣∣∣∣∣
[
dl

dwl
f̃j(w)

]
w=ϕ(aj)

∣∣∣∣∣ =

∣∣∣∣∣
[
dl

dzl
fj

]
z=aj

∣∣∣∣∣
under the normalized condition

(3.19) |ϕ′(a)| = |ϕ′(aj)| = 1, ϕ(2)(aj) = · · · = ϕ(l)(aj) = 0.

Finally, in view of (3.14), (3.15), (3.18), we obtain

c̃jl = cjl

under the same condition as (3.19) which concludes the proof of invari-
ance of the constants cjl.
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